Chaperons To Be At House Parties, Tentative Plan

IFIC Votes To Send
Letters To House
For Individual Action

Each fraternity at Tech, was re-
sumed last night, as the regular
meeting of the Interrogation
Committee held at the South
House, to act individually on
a special committee to have chaperons present
at all fraternity parties. A letter was
sent to each house for action.
To prevent any order or
incident in the matter, the
Committee has carefully defined the word 'party' as a
party for which bids were
distributed or a party at which a band
was present. And also, the pledges
were divided; at smaller get-to-gethers,
when any dates were present, each
date would individually recognize
a motion concerning such
matters was also discussed; but it was
tabled. The motion concerned a house
where all the members would attend
the party at one specific time.
A special committee, com-
posed of Robert Hroffman, 2-46; John Rahilly, 244; and Joseph
Giovanni, 2-46, was appointed to investigate the matter.

Warren J. Hovack, 445, was
elected President of the Techno-
club branch of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers at
a meeting held yesterday afternoon.
A three dollar deposit is all that
is required from all those eligible
in the matter, the Conference
was postponed until a later
meeting.

Prof. Prescott
To Open 1944
Tech Embassy
Open Meeting For All
Held In Huntington
Hall Next Wednesday

This Saturday, the Debating So-

Union is to open with an address by the
Chief Ambassador, Prof. E. W. Prescott, Dean Emeritus of
Society. The address will be given at 8:00 P.M., in Rooms 10-267. All the representa-
tives and their alternates, chosen by the freshmen om-
nes, are to attend. They will be introduced by Petter P. Agos-
tinsson, New York, New York.

Henry E. Ashdown of the Chemistry
Department, will be the second speaker.

Robert H. DeRosa of the Electrical
Engineering Department was the third
speaker and was introduced by Earl
K. Korte of the Mount Vernon
Church at the Hotel Statler.

A few sailors of the Tech V-12 Unit leaving Grad House with hats
trimmed down. Rainy weather was the cause of the kama hina.

Popular Band Leader
To Be Featured At Formal
Dance At Hotel Statler

F. Ashwood To Speak
At Regular N.A.S. Meeting
Mr. F. Ashwood, vice president of
Menorah Society in the Development
of Yacht Fittings before the
Society of Mechanical Engineers at
Room 1-236, Monday, April 24, at 5:00 P.M.

Harwick Elected
ASME President

By George "Pete" Sulli-
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B.K. Volleyball
In Semi-Finals

Phi Betes, Sigma Chi
Enter The Next Round

After a slow start due to nearly cold weather and playing in the maker Roy Tournament, under the direction of John Fox, the Volleyball team was led, under the leadership of the Hill, under way, and beating towards the semi-finals. A tournament elimination is almost enough to preclude the possibility of the winning scheduled games should be completed soon. The four organizations competing for the title, will meet in a round robin to decide the champion.

The best game reported last week was by the Sigma Chi, Sigma Nu Delta, which beat the Beacon Rocks boys in a close fight. The first game went to 17-18 before the Sigma Chi could take the lead. After a second game was evenly hard-fought, with a 13-13 score that spelled victory for Sigma Chi.

Phi Beta Epsilon Wins
Phi Beta Epsilon, in their elimination game against the semi-finals as they defeated Phi Lambda Chi by scores of 15-13 and 16-15, but the Phi Beta Epsilon points were not enough to win the game and then rolled up an early lead, to the second round.

Most of the remaining games will be played this weekend, and the round robin playoff begins.

Captain Shevstov Speaks At M.I.T.

Russian Army Officer
Discusses Student Life

Last Monday afternoon, Technology students were treated to a lecture on student life in Russia, presented by Captain Shevstov, a member of the Russian Army. A chemistry student himself, he introduced the captain, Captain Shevstov volunteered for active service when the war began. After wounding several times in front line action, the recent war experience of the captain was chosen to come to this country as a representative of Soviet students.

Informed by Professor Norbert Wiener, who has been instrumental in the Russian, the speech was translated by an American interpreter. Captain Shevstov divided his talk into two sections, student life in Russia before and during the war. He explained that anyone in Russia who finishes elementary education could go on to higher education or technical training. The athletic department is very popular, and in fact, the active volunteerism of the students at the school is very impressive.

These students get stipends from the government paying for their tuition and living expenses. During the day, the students may travel all over the Soviet Union free of charge.

College Life in Russia

The captain further stated that college life in these government universities can be very different from what it is in the United States. The course of study in Russia is very dependent on the subject. There are many extra-curricular activities carried on including sports, drama, and music. The number of students in Russia are about 30 per cent, even in technical courses. With this many students, no student was drilled into a system. About one third of the students study law, about one third business courses, and about one third engineering.

All these students that are engaged in technical courses, it was added to admitting them to universities and libraries after the war.

Life After the War

In conclusion, Captain Shevstov thanked all the American students who have helped him, and the instruments for rebuilding of the University of Russia. The captain, in his speech, the audience had a question of what the life will be like after the war. The captain further enlightened us about student life in Russia.
Save the life of some fighting man and boost the Institute's chances of survival.

Individuals connected with the Institute have made the trip to Boston to give their pint of blood. This amounts to over 435 individuals.

FOR YOURSELF AND YOUR SCHOOL

The effects of the war on Technology have been numerous and profound. Many of these effects are difficult to grasp. The major effects of the war are: increased costs, increased demands on the faculty, and decreased facilities.

As a result of their drilling every day, come rain or shine, Army training program at the Institute have been obvious to everyone, but who has stopped to consider the result of the use of the Institute's facilities for the purpose of training? Many people who know men living in the suburbs of the largest city in the world, have come to Technology for higher learning, has he worked out a plan by which it should be possible to do little more than keep matters from getting worse. How capable of keeping the Institute grounds in perfect condition, but to work outdoors in the open air

He claims that the Techman is merely a self-expression, showing he is a poor dancer as he talks about the Frosh Prom.

The Techman welcomes the idea of inviting the I.F.C. to the Frosh Prom.

He says that the motion has been consulted and approved by the Executive Committee.

Battle Talk... that is what he handles on this portable switchboard. Close behind our advancing troops, he holds the line of men in contact. Through these lines, flow reports from outposts, orders from command posts—helping to win objective after objective on the road to Victory.
ACTION AT BRIGGS FIELD

The Beaver trackmen displaying their wares at Intramural track meet here last Saturday.

Wellesley O. C. To Give Greys

I.O.C.A. Square Dance To Be Held Tomorrow

Instead of the usual I.O.C.A. Celibate Garter Club members being the first to go, the Celibate Club, the first Saturday, April 29, will be the Saturday night. It will be quite different from the usual ones previously annual, mainly on account of the individuals who are running it, the place to be named later, and then the activities will offer a different. In the afternoon there will be20:30 P.M., preceded by half an hour of instruction or display in the gym.

Bob Moch Seeks Varsity Stalwart; Lightweight Crew Improving

This past week, Coach Moch has continued his experimenting with the varsity crew. He is still trying to find the man to take Al Kehoe's place as anchor. Chick Street has been rowing at that position pretty steadily, but the regime which gives the position in yesterday's practice is a little out of rowing in Street trials. Held at 2, Kehoe and 6 and captain Cook at 2, are 1 and 2 in the bow with Grant as coxswain. This lineup is kept at changing at any time and is different often on the varsity boat. The varsity boat has some big men, but they are not too fast as the varsity racing schedule. In the time trials held last week, they were out some hidden talent, but nothing in the way of line-ups will be definite until after tomorrow.

Bob Moch Seeks Varsity Stalwart; Lightweight Crew Improving

The lights have been improving, stating that they are not too jumpy and are making any accusations. However, this is no mark against Moch, but it does appear that they are not too fast as the varsity racing schedule. In the time trials held last week, they were out some hidden talent, but nothing in the way of line-ups will be definite until after tomorrow.
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James Hawthorne
Receives Award

In recognition of the outstanding ability he showed in freshman chemistry, James W. Hawthorne, Jr., '46, will be given the freshmen award by the society. This is a competitive award given on the basis of high grades in freshman chemistry. His name will be added to those already inscribed on the plaque in Room 2-390, and he will receive a gold key and certificate at a special ceremony which is to be held during the regular meeting of the society in the near future.

James is especially proud of one which has been operating many years in perfect harmony with the fraternity, but which is not a member of the IFC. Another point which was completely neglected in the editorial is the fact that the students of the school do not have the true advantage of the Interfraternity Conference, which does not have the strong position of the IFC.

There is a definite but not insurmountable friction which a fraternity has, which is greater than any similar feeling created in any other social circle. The fraternity is essentially a group of men which one of which has been operating many years in perfect harmony with the fraternity, but which is not a member of the IFC.

Bruce Yaffman, 104

Instructor, The Tech

The Tech came out in its usual acrobatical manner by sling a not uncommon amount of mud. This, quite taken from your letter to the editor last week, simply demonstrates the writer's lack of knowledge of the trend to which the Tech is moving toward undergraduate activities. Further, his continued disparagement of newspaper of any kind is的趋势, simply because his editor is not a writer that the writer does not read the daily papers regularly, or if he does reads only the comic. It is obvious that he is entirely misinformed about the term mud-slinging. You would do well to acquaint yourself with the past of Technology undergraduate activities and particularly with the policy of The Tech, which is to publish only those things which are interesting and useful. Of course, the writer does not read The Tech, and is now in much better form.

Another point which was commented upon by the writer is the fact that The Tech is not a member of the Interfraternity Conference, which does not have the strong position of the IFC. And yet he has the nerve to criticize the Interfraternity Conference and to say that it is not a true fraternity. This letter is truly a worthy piece of freshmanism which has been carried away by his emotions. You should have had it once on your course. It is a very common error to write a letter of this sort. It is important to be able to write a letter of this sort.

Interested Reader

April 17, 1944

Infirmary List

At the Infirmary last week were:

S. Golsame
T. P. O"n

Have a "Coke" = So glad you're back again

The First Church of Shoa, Chicago, Illinois

Easter Telegrams

"Easter Sunday, April 21st. Greetings from Easter Sunday, April 21st. Greetings from The First Church of Shoa, Chicago, Illinois, to all friends in the United States and the rest of the world. We wish you all a happy Easter and a prosperous year. The First Church of Shoa, Chicago, Illinois.

Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Boston

"Coke"... and home-coming sailer

Fighting men look forward to the Boston-world's-Ridelines and hospitality are centered in the famous phrase "Have a Coke." It is sure on our college campuses and it's sure in the Seven Seas. Coca-Cola stands for the peace that refuels—has become a global symbol of good will and of good living.

Telephone Directory

Ordered Artistic Decorators

Flowers for all occasions $1.50 Ups

Houghton Gorden Flower Shop

At the Park Square Church Tremont Street Boston, Mass.